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MACHINE MATRIX

Application Model Page Material Industry

Flexible 
foam

Technical 
foam

Synthetic rubber and 
plastic material

Recycled 
material

Fleece and 
fibers

Rigid 
foams

Packaging 
industry

Furniture 
industry

Miscellaneous: textile industry, 
flooring, household products

Medical-technical 
applications

Mattress 
industry

Automotive 
industry

Cutting to length ABLG I with roller conveyor 10+11 x x x x x x

Cutting to length ABLG I with finger conveyor 12+13 x x x x x x

Cutting to length ABLG II 14+15 x x x x x x x

Cutting to length ABLV 16+17 x x x x x x

Vertical cutting IS-M 18+19 x x x x x x x x x

Vertical cutting IS-L 20+21 x x x x x x x x x

Vertical cutting IS-BA 22+23 x x x x x x x x

Vertical cutting BZM-I 24+25 x x x x x x x x x

Vertical cutting BZM-A 26+27 x x x x x x x x x

Horizontal cutting BSL 200 28+29 x x x x x x

Horizontal cutting BSL 204 30+31 x x x x x x

Horizontal cutting BSL 214 32+33 x x x x x x

Horizontal cutting BSL-D 34+35 x x x x x x

Horizontal cutting BST-D 36+37 x x x x x x x

Horizontal cutting BST 140 38+39 x x x x x x x

Horizontal cutting BST 150 40+41 x x x x x x x

Horizontal cutting BSA 42+43 x x x x x x x x

Contour cutting (horizontal knife) OFS-H Twincut 44+45 x x x x x x x x x

Contour cutting (horizontal knife) OFS 222 46+47 x x x x x x x x

Contour cutting (horizontal knife) OFS-HE 3 48+49 x x x x x x x x

Compression cutting FSM I 50+51 x x x x x x

Contour cutting (vertical knife) OFS-VS 52+53 x x x x x x x x x x

Contour cutting (horizontal wire) OFS 221 54+55 x x x x x

Contour cutting (horizontal wire) HFS 2000 56+57 x x x x x

Contour cutting (vertical wire) OFS-VW 58+59 x x x x x x x x  

Software WinCAP 60-65

Cutting line BSA + OFS-VS 66+67 x x x x

Cutting line BSL 214 + OFS-VS 68+69 x x x x

Cutting line OFS-HE 3 + OFS-VS 70+71 x x x x x

Profiling EP 72+73 x x x x x

Splitting ES 74+75 x x x x x x x

Splitting S1200 76+77 x x x x x x

Splitting BSR 1 78+79 x x x x x

Splitting BSR for rigid foam 80+81 x x x x x

Splitting BSV-E 82+83 x x x x x x

Splitting BSV-EC 84+85 x x x x

Splitting BSV-ET 86+87 x x x x

Splitting BSV-R 88+89 x x x x x x x x

Splitting BSV-S 90+91 x x x x x x x

Splitting BFS 92+93 x x x x

Splitting BSM 94+95 x x x x x x

Roll compression system ROK 96+97 x x x x x x x

Peeling SMW 1 98+99 x x x x x x

Peeling SMW 3 100+101 x x x x x

Peeling SMW 5 102+103 x x x x x

Block crusher 104 x x

Angular cutting AS 1 105 x x x x x x

Edging/rounding MDK II 106 x x

Sponge milling SF I 107 x x

Sponge milling SF V 108 x x

Sponge milling GF 1200 109 x x

Service 110-117

Plant engineering 118-127

All details, figures and technical information were compiled with the utmost diligence, 

but we can accept no responsibility whatsoever for the respective accuracy. Subject to change.
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WE pRovIdE ECoNoMICAl ANd CoMpREHENsIvE 

soluTIoNs. IN AddITIoN To NuMERous sTANd-

AloNE MACHINEs, WE offER, INTEllIgENT 

CoNCEpTs IN plANT ENgINEERINg. As A lEAdER IN 

INNovATIoN, WE offER IMpREssIvE CoMpREHENsIvE 

sERvICE, CoNTINuous CoNsulTINg ANd 

pERsoNAlIzEd suppoRT.
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ABlg I
CuT-off MACHINE

Onboard ABLG I for cutting to length short and long blocks after 
continuous slabstock lines 

Connection to the control of long block or crane block storage

Suited for cutting off start-up pieces/end pieces during the foaming 
process when changing the colors and qualities or for extracting small 
test blocks for a quality check

Reversing roller conveyor with non-driven idle rollers is used as place 
for storing the block - utilization of the roller conveyor for processing 
standard foams, visco-elastic foams or foams with characteristics 
similar to visco foam

Grinding unit for precision-grinding the smooth circumferential band 
knife

Excellent cutting results since the cut-off machine with the teflonized 
binding cuts over the whole block width in one stroke

Cutting process:

 - After reaching the programmed block length, the cutting unit is 
moved and lowered in sync with the foaming speed

 - A gap forms between the two partial blocks after the cut

 - The cutting unit moves up through the gap with maximum speed 
and then back into the starting position

Control panelRoller conveyor Angular cutting to length

oNBoARd CuT-off MACHINE WITH RollER CoNvEYoR 

ANd HoRIzoNTAl KNIfE foR CuTTINg To lENgTH 

dIffICulT MATERIAls, E.g. vIsCo foAM

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, medical-technical 
applications, mattress industry, 
automotive industry

Material: 
PU ether and polyester, HR, CMHR, 
visco foam

Cutting tool:
Precision-ground circumferential 
smooth knife, also available with 
convex serrations, 30 x 0.45 mm
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ABlg I
CuT-off MACHINE

Onboard ABLG I for cutting to length short and long blocks after 
continuous slabstock lines 

Suited for cutting off start-up pieces/end pieces during the foaming 
process when changing the colors and qualities or for extracting small 
test blocks for a quality check

Connection to the control of long block or crane block storage

Grinding unit for precision-grinding the smooth circumferential band 
knife

Excellent cutting results since the cut-off machine with the teflonized 
binding cuts over the whole block width in one stroke

System comprised of stationary and onboard finger conveyors that 
can be optionally driven, used as place for storing the block

Cutting process:

 - After reaching the programmed block length, the cutting unit is 
moved and lowered in sync with the foaming speed

 - A gap forms between the two partial blocks after the cut

 - The cutting unit moves up through the gap with maximum speed 
and then back into the starting position

oNBoARd CuT-off MACHINE WITH fINgER CoNvEYoR 

ANd HoRIzoNTAl KNIfE foR CuTTINg To lENgTH 

MATERIAls suCH As pu ETHER

Binding Control panel Grinding unit

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, medical-technical 
applications, mattress industry, 
automotive industry

Material: 
PU ether and polyester

Cutting tool:
Precision-ground circumferential 
smooth knife, also available with 
convex serrations, 30 x 0.45 mm 
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ABlg II
CuT-off MACHINE

The ABLG II is generally integrated into the main control  
of block storage and/or crane hall

In a special version, the cut-off machine is incorporated upstream from 
or in a long splitting machine in order to equalize the block ends or to 
cut out defective block parts - in this case, the control is integrated in 
the long splitting machine

By means of length measurement, the block is very precisely fed 
during the indexing so that even the smallest deviations are prevented 
(option)

Grinding unit for precision-grinding the smooth  
circumferential band knife

Excellent cutting results since the cut-off machine with the teflonized 
binding cuts over the whole block width in one stroke

sTATIoNARY ABlg II WITH HoRIzoNTAl KNIfE foR 

CuTTINg sHoRT BloCKs of vARIous lENgTHs fRoM 

loNg BloCKs

Cutting unit Control panel Block printing

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, medical-technical 
applications, mattress industry, 
automotive industry

Material: 
PU ether and polyester, HR, CMHR, 
visco foam

Cutting tool:
Precision-ground circumferential 
smooth knife, 30 x 0.45 mm
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ABlv
CuT-off MACHINE

Cutting process: 

- The cutting unit moves lengthwise and in sync  
with the foaming speed

- After reaching the programmed block length, the cutting unit moves 
crosswise to the foaming axis to cut the block to length 

- The cutting unit then moves on this side of the foaming axis again 
lengthwise into the starting position to cut the next block to length

The ABLV can cut on both sides thanks to the special design of the 
circumferential band knife with binding

Excellent cutting results since the cut-off machine with the teflonized 
binding cuts over the whole block height in one stroke

A roller conveyor supports the block during the cutting process

oNBoARd CuT-off MACHINE ABlv foR CuTTINg To 

lENgTH loNg oR sHoRT BloCKs AfTER CoNTINuous 

slABsToCK lINEs

Grinding unit Control panel Roller conveyor

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, medical-technical 
applications, mattress industry, 
automotive industry

Material: 
PU ether and polyester

Cutting tool:
Endless band knife 30 mm in width 
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Is-M
vERTICAl CuTTINg 
MACHINE

Suited for trimming blocks

Application-specific and customized design possible because both 
table halves can be configured in a wide variety of different table 
dimensions

Utilizes left table half as turntable for precision rectangular cuts

Utilizes a frequency-controlled knife drive to cut special foams

Air cushion systems for effortless handling of large blocks

Material can be secured with an optional hold-down system

Minimal space requirement due to stationary table and mobile cutting 
unit

Minimized cutting times because it is possible to cut in both  
directions - utilizing a welded knife that is rotated 180°

Very high cutting precision for the highest cutting requirements

Special design with set knife for cutting insulating material (e.g. 
mineral wool, PU rigid foam or polystyrene (EPS))

Second tiltable left side stop for easy machine loading

AuToMATIC vERTICAl CuTTINg MACHINE foR 

CuTTINg sHEETs ANd MAKINg RECTANgulAR CuTs 

fRoM BloCKs ANd sTRIps fRoM sHEETs

Adjustable knife guide Operator station Viewing window

Industry:
Packaging industry, 
furniture industry, consumer 
goods / housewares industry, 
medical-technical applications, 
mattress industry, automotive 
industry

Material: 
Block material and sheets made 
of PU flexible foam, PE, fleece 
material, foam rubber, latex, EPDM 
foam and Basotect®, rock and 
mineral wool as well as PU rigid 
foam, EPP

Cutting tool:
Precision-ground smooth 
circumferential knife 6-20 mm in 
width, also available with toothed 
knife or set knife 
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Is-l
vERTICAl CuTTINg 
MACHINE

The table is manually moved, the side stop is adjusted  
by means of a hand wheel

Application-specific and customized machine design possible because 
both table halves can be configured in a wide variety of different table 
dimensions

Equipped with an angle-adjustable stop for  
angular cuts (0 - 45 degrees)

Direct detection and display of stop position by  
means of position indicator

Manual stenciling with the machine is also possible  
because the movable table can be locked

For precise parallel cuts, the material is guided on  
the sliding table by means of a side stop

A ratchet for adjusting the stop guarantees a precise  
feed with recurring cutting widths

Special design with set knife for cutting insulating material  
(e.g. mineral wool, PU rigid foam or polystyrene (EPS))

Utilizing toothed knives makes using a grinding unit unnecessary

MANuAl vERTICAl CuTTINg MACHINE foR CuTTINg 

oR TRIMMINg BloCK MATERIAl oR sHEETs MAdE of 

flEXIBlE foAM

Adjustable knife guide Control panel Hand wheel

Industry:
Packaging industry, 
furniture industry, consumer 
goods / housewares industry, 
medical-technical applications, 
mattress industry, automotive 
industry

Material: 
Block material and sheets made 
of PU flexible foam, PE, fleece 
material, foam rubber, latex, EPDM 
foam and Basotect®, rock and 
mineral wool as well as PU rigid 
foam, laminated sheets, etc.

Cutting tool:
Precision-ground smooth 
circumferential knife 6 - 20 mm in 
width, also available with toothed 
knife or set knife 
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Is-BA
TRIMMINg uNIT

Utilizes teflonized bindings to better guide the knife in order to ensure 
accurate trimming of different materials

Friction grinder for sharpening the knife

Position of cutting unit is separately indicated as digital readout

Operator positions cutting unit by means of a hand wheel

Maximum thickness of the trim cut per cutting unit  
is 200 mm respectively

TRIMMINg uNIT Is-BA fEATuREs TWo vERTICAl 

CuTTINg uNITs foR TRIMMINg loNg oR sHoRT BloCK 

To THE dEsIREd WIdTH

Grinding unit Steel knife bar Cutting unit

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, textile industry, medical-
technical applications, mattress 
industry, automotive industry

Material: 
PU flexible foam, (PU ether and 
ester) as well as all special foams 
HR, visco foam, etc.

Cutting tool:
Precision-ground circumferential 
band knife 15 x 0.45 mm
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BzM-I
vERTICAl CuTTINg 
MACHINE

Machine requires little space because the cutting unit is situated 
parallel to the belt - requires the least amount of space of all 
comparable machines

BZM-I is an important link between block storage  
and production process

Using the pneumatic knife rotating device to rotate the knife 90° 
allows longitudinal and cross cuts in any desired position

Fully automatic mode of operation facilitates stand-alone machine 
configuration or integration into cutting lines

Utilizes material efficiently with minimum waste

Handles a wide variety of rectangular cuts precisely and quickly

Cutting long blocks to length using BZM-I: 
- Cutting a short block no longer than 3050 mm 
- Separating short block from long block 
- Cutting/trimming short block on all sides, preparing for further 
processing

High efficiency because the two-sided toothed or ground band  
knife is able to cut forward and backward

fullY AuToMATIC vERTICAl CuTTINg MACHINE 

foR CuTTINg To lENgTH loNg BloCKs ANd foR 

TRIMMINg, AdJusTINg oR splITTINg sHoRT BloCKs

Knife twist Control panel Loading and unloading rollers

Industry:
Packaging, furniture industry, 
textile industry, medical-technical 
applications, mattress industry, 
automotive industry

Material: 
Block material and sheets made of 
PU flexible foam, PU rebond foam, 
visco foam, latex

Cutting tool:
Smooth or toothed band knife  
8 - 15 mm in width
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BzM-A
vERTICAl CuTTINg 
MACHINE

Due to the lateral positioning of the cutting unit, a maximum cutting 
speed of 40 m/min can be achieved (BZM-I, 20 m/min) and the cutting 
cycle times can be reduced once more

The BZM-A comes standard-equipped with an onboard knife gap cover 
so that it can also cut sheet stacks with low thicknesses

Using the pneumatic knife rotating device to rotate the knife 90° 
makes it possible to cut a block to length, trim a block, and make cuts

Fully automatic mode of operation facilitates stand-alone machine 
configuration or integration into cutting lines

Utilizes material efficiently with minimum waste

Cutting long blocks to length using BZM-A: 
- Cutting a short block into desired length 
- Separating short block from long block 
- Cutting/trimming short block on all sides, preparing for further 
processing

Two infinitely variable synchronized transport conveyors can 
separately move the previously cut partial blocks and transport them 
in a longitudinal direction

fullY AuToMATIC vERTICAl CuTTINg MACHINE 

foR CuTTINg To lENgTH loNg BloCKs ANd foR 

TRIMMINg, AdJusTINg oR splITTINg sHoRT BloCKs

Knife gap cover Operator station Aligning station

Industry:
Packaging, furniture industry, 
textile industry, medical-technical 
applications, mattress industry, 
automotive industry

Material: 
Block material and sheets made of 
PU flexible foam, PU rebond foam, 
visco foam, latex

Cutting tool:
Endless, circumferential 
smooth or toothed band knife 
8 - 15 x 0.45 mm
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Bsl 200
HoRIzoNTAl CuTTINg 
MACHINE

Ideal solidly constructed entry-level model with  
heavy-duty cutting unit

But can achieve excellent cutting results and precise sheet thicknesses 
by manually adjusting the knife binding between -1 and +5 degrees

Semi-automatic machine for processing materials with light to 
medium densities

No swivel-mounted cutting unit (unlike all other  
machines in the BSL series)

Easy loading and unloading of the material to be cut because  
the machine is equipped with a belt system

REvERsINg HoRIzoNTAl CuTTINg MACHINE Bsl 200 

WITH BElT sYsTEM foR CuTTINg ANd splITTINg 

sHEETs of MANY dIffERENT THICKNEssEs

Center support Operator station Cutting unit height adjustment

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, medical-technical 
applications, mattress industry

Material: 
PU foam and PU rebond foam,
visco foams, Basotect®, latex, 
reticulated foam

Cutting tool:
The endless band knife of 30 
mm, which runs on 4 wheels, is 
stabilized by an upper and lower 
binding
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Bsl 204
HoRIzoNTAl CuTTINg 
MACHINE

Perfectly suited for fully automatic splitting and cutting of a wide 
variety of materials with light to medium densities

Generates optimum cutting angles and cuts precise sheet thicknesses 
because the angle adjustment of the cutting unit is fully automatic

Short cycle times due to maximum cutting speed of 80 m/min

Extended knife durability and low set-up costs because less strain is 
put on the knife as it does not need to be rotated thanks to the  
swivel-mounted cutting unit

Reduces the misalignment of cut sheets

Effectively increases productivity

Constant high cutting accuracy throughout the knife service life by 
using a band knife 30 mm in width that is ground with an integrated 
grinding unit

Very precise cutting tolerances thanks to high binding tension

HoRIzoNTAl CuTTINg MACHINE Bsl 204 WITH 

REvERsINg TABlE ANd MAXIMuM sECuRINg poWER BY 

WAY of oNBoARd vACuuM

Center support Grinding dust extraction Vacuum unit

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, medical-technical 
applications, mattress industry 

Material: 
PU foam and PU rebond foam, 
visco foams, Basotect ®, latex, 
reticulated foams

Cutting tool:
Machine is equipped with an 
endless band knife 30 mm in width 
that runs on 4 wheels in the cutting 
unit
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Bsl 214
HoRIzoNTAl CuTTINg 
MACHINE

For processing light to medium densities

Generates optimum cutting angles and cuts precise sheet thicknesses 
because the angle adjustment of the cutting unit is fully automatic

Short cycle times due to maximum cutting speed of 80 m/min

Extended knife durability and low set-up costs because less strain is 
put on the knife as it does not need to be rotated thanks to the swivel-
mounted cutting unit

Effectively increases productivity

Constant high cutting accuracy throughout the knife service life by 
using a band knife 30 mm in width that is ground with an integrated 
grinding unit

Very precise cutting tolerances thanks to high binding tension

A perforated belt running around the table transports blocks and 
makes it quick and easy to integrate the BSL 214 into automated 
production processes in connection with other cutting machines, e.g. 
an OFS-VS vertical contour cutting machine

AuToMATIC HoRIzoNTAl CuTTINg MACHINE WITH 

REvERsINg BElT sYsTEM foR CuTTINg ANd splITTINg 

sHEETs of MANY dIffERENT THICKNEssEs

Binding Grinding unit Cutting unit angle adjustment

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, medical-technical 
applications, mattress industry

Material: 
PU foam and PU rebond foam, 
visco foams, Basotect®, latex, 
reticulated foams

Cutting tool:
Machine is equipped with an 
endless band knife 30 mm in width 
that runs on 4 wheels in the 
cutting unit
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Bsl-d
HoRIzoNTAl CuTTINg 
MACHINE

Processes light to medium densities

Generates optimum cutting angles and cuts precise sheet thicknesses 
because the angle adjustment of the cutting unit is fully automatic

Extended knife durability and low set-up costs because less strain is 
put on the knife as it does not need to be rotated thanks to the swivel-
mounted cutting unit

Optimum securing of material to be cut since table comes standard-
equipped with vacuum units

Constant high cutting accuracy throughout the knife service life by 
using a band knife 30 mm in width that is ground with an integrated 
grinding unit

Various table diameters available for optimum utilization of the 
machine

Fully automatic BSL-D design, depending on the table diameter, 
with corresponding loading and unloading conveyors upstream and 
downstream from the machine

HoRIzoNTAl CuTTINg MACHINE WITH TuRNTABlE 

(CARousEl) foR CuTTINg ANd splITTINg sHEETs of 

MANY dIffERENT THICKNEssEs IN lARgE QuANTITIEs

Control panel Table drive

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, medical-technical 
applications, mattress industry

Material: 
PU foam and PU rebond foam, 
visco foams, Basotect ®, latex, 
reticulated foams

Cutting tool:
Machine is equipped with an 
endless band knife 30 mm in width 
that runs on 4 wheels in 
the cutting unit
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BsT-d
HoRIzoNTAl CuTTINg 
MACHINE

Especially reinforced cutting unit design facilitates optimum 
processing of medium to high densities

Carousel cutting machine can be automated with an optional belt 
system integrated in the turntable and loading and unloading 
conveyors

Generates optimum cutting angles and cuts precise sheet thicknesses 
because the angle adjustment of the cutting unit is fully automatic

Extended knife durability and low set-up costs because less strain is 
put on the knife as it does not need to be rotated thanks to the swivel-
mounted cutting unit

Optimum securing of material to be cut since table comes standard-
equipped with vacuum units in the cutting area

Constant high cutting accuracy throughout the knife service life by 
using a band knife 60 mm in width that is ground with an integrated 
grinding unit

Various table diameters available for optimum utilization of the 
machine

HoRIzoNTAl CuTTINg MACHINE WITH TuRNTABlE 

(CARousEl) foR CuTTINg ANd splITTINg sHEETs of 

MANY dIffERENT THICKNEssEs IN lARgE QuANTITIEs

Cutting unit angle adjustment Control panel Table drive

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, medical-technical 
applications, mattress industry, 
automotive industry

Material: 
PU ether and ester foam, PU 
rebond foam, visco-elastic foams, 
Basotect®, latex, reticulated foams 

Cutting tool:
Machine is equipped with an 
endless band knife 60 mm in width 
that runs on 4 wheels in 
the cutting unit
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BsT 140
HoRIzoNTAl CuTTINg 
MACHINE

Especially reinforced cutting unit design ensures a very high binding 
tension of approx. 10 t and thus provides optimum processing of light 
to heavy densities

By storing the qualities, the cutting unit is automatically swiveled into 
the best position in terms of the material when the cutting thickness 
is changed

Generates optimum cutting angles and cuts precise sheet thicknesses 
because the angle adjustment of the cutting unit is fully automatic

Short cycle times due to maximum cutting and return speed of  
max. 80 m/min

Extended knife durability and low set-up costs because less strain is 
put on the knife as it does not need to be rotated thanks to the swivel-
mounted cutting unit

Effectively increases productivity

Constant high cutting accuracy throughout the very long knife service 
life by using a band knife that is 60 x 0.6 mm

A perforated belt running around the table transports blocks and 
makes it quick and easy to integrate the machine into fully automated 
production processes, e.g. cutting lines

AuToMATIC HoRIzoNTAl CuTTINg MACHINE WITH 

REvERsINg BElT sYsTEM foR CuTTINg ANd splITTINg 

sHEETs of MANY dIffERENT THICKNEssEs IN sTACK 

CuTTINg

Cutting unit angle adjustment Control panel Grinding dust extraction

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, medical-technical 
applications, mattress industry, 
automotive industry

Material: 
PU ether and ester foam, PU 
rebond foam, reticulated foams, 
latex, Basotect®, as well as similar 
materials with light to heavy 
densities

Cutting tool:
Endless band knife, 60 mm x  
0.6 mm, that runs on 4 wheels in 
the cutting unit
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BsT 150
HoRIzoNTAl CuTTINg 
MACHINE Especially reinforced cutting unit design ensures a very high binding 

tension of approx. 10 t and thus provides optimum processing of light 
to heavy densities

By storing the qualities, the cutting unit is automatically swiveled into 
the best position in terms of the material when the cutting thickness 
is changed

Generates optimum cutting angles and cuts precise sheet thicknesses 
because the angle adjustment of the cutting unit is fully automatic

Short cycle times due to maximum cutting and return speed of max. 
80 m/min

Extended knife durability and low set-up costs because less strain is 
put on the knife as it does not need to be rotated thanks to the swivel-
mounted cutting unit

Effectively increases productivity

Machine optionally equipped with transport conveyors and hold-down 
device

Constant high cutting accuracy throughout the very long knife service 
life by using a band knife that is 60 x 0.6 mm

AuToMATIC HoRIzoNTAl CuTTINg MACHINE WITH 

REvERsINg TABlE foR CuTTINg ANd splITTINg 

sHEETs of MANY dIffERENT THICKNEssEs

Cutting unit angle adjustment Control panel Grinding unit

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, medical-technical 
applications, mattress industry, 
automotive industry

Material: 
PU ether and ester foam, PU 
rebond foam, reticulated foams, 
latex, Basotect®, as well as similar 
materials with light to heavy 
densities

Cutting tool:
Endless band knife, 60 mm x  
0.6 mm, that runs on 4 wheels in 
the cutting unit
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BsA 
HoRIzoNTAl CuTTINg 
MACHINE Unique splitting system: Cutting unit moves horizontally and works 

with 2 height-adjustable tables. Materials are fed on the first table, 
and the split sheets are stacked on the second table

Automatic knife adjustment ensures consistent cut and tolerance 
quality

Machine is suited for incorporation into a fully automatic cutting line, 
e.g. in connection with a vertical contour cutting machine

By using a slim knife bar, it can split a very wide range of different 
materials with minimal cutting tolerances

Extended knife durability and low set-up costs because less strain is 
put on the knife as it does not need to be rotated thanks to the swivel-
mounted cutting unit

Creates sheet stacks with almost no misalignments by automatically 
removing and stacking the material

Very high productivity due to cutting speeds of up to 100 m/min. 
Cutting angle and press cylinder are automatically adjusted depending 
on material and cutting thickness

splITTINg MACHINE WITH INTEgRATEd sTACKINg 

sYsTEM foR splITTINg MATERIAls suCH As flEXIBlE 

foAM oR NEopRENE, ETC.

Cut material Sheet conveyor system Sheet conveyor system

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, medical-technical 
applications, mattress industry, 
automotive industry 

Material: 
PU ether and ester foams, PU 
rebond foams, PE, EVA, reticulated 
foams, melamine foams, sponge 
rubber, cellular rubber, neoprene 
(EPDM), visco foam

Cutting tool:
Precision-ground endless band knife 
60 mm in width, which runs on  
2 wheels, is stabilized by an upper 
and lower binding integrated in the 
knife bar
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ofs-H TWINCuT
HoRIzoNTAl CoNTouR 
CuTTINg MACHINE

Dual functionality of OFS-H Twincut: 

- Facilitates very fast cutting of cushion parts and mattresses by 
means of the circumferential knife (max. 40 m/min)

- Guarantees maximum cut precision for technical parts by means of 
the oscillating knife (max. 10 m/min)

3-axis machine with CNC control and Windows operating system

Dust-free cuts of any three-dimensional contours

Switching between circumferential and oscillating knife can be done 
very quickly

WinCAP software (P. 60-65) for fast, external generation of material-
saving cutting programs

Saves time and money thanks to its fully automatic cycle with 
turntable and loading and unloading conveyors

uNIvERsAl fuNCTIoNAlITY IN CoNTouR CuTTINg 

TECHNologY THRougH opTIoNAl usE of 

CIRCuMfERENTIAl ANd osCIllATINg KNIfE IN A 

sINglE CuTTINg uNIT

Sheet holder Operator station Knife tension setting

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, textile industry, medical-
technical applications, mattress 
industry, automotive industry 

Material: 
PUR soft foam PUR HR foam, visco 
foam, latex, rebond foam, Basotect®

Cutting tool:
Depending on the material, 
precision-ground micro-toothed or 
ground knife, either circulating or 
oscillating
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ofs 222
HoRIzoNTAl CoNTouR 
CuTTINg MACHINE

Especially suited for technical parts that require high accuracies and 
for processing material with high densities

OFS 222 can be integrated into automatic cutting lines

Mark-free, clean contour thanks to endless swivel-mounted knife 
without any back-turn points

Quick knife changeover for very short machine downtimes

HoRIzoNTAl CoNTouR CuTTINg MACHINE EQuIppEd 

WITH osCIllATINg KNIfE foR MAXIMuM CuT 

pRECIsIoN

Form part made of viscoCenter support Sheet holder

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, medical-technical 
applications, mattress industry, 
automotive industry

Material: 
HR + CMHR foam, PU flexible 
foam, visco-elastic foam, Basotect®, 
rebond foams, Framefoam

Cutting tool:
Precision-ground, micro-toothed 
oscillating knife 3 x 0.6 mm
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ofs –HE 3
HoRIzoNTAl CoNTouR 
CuTTINg MACHINE

OFS-HE 3 can be integrated into automatic cutting lines

Using a micro-toothed knife prevents regrinding and guarantees a 
constant cut quality

Quick bulk production of cushion parts made of PU flexible foam, 
visco or latex

Highest possible dynamics thanks to the design principle of separated 
table and cutting unit drives

High productivity and quality when cutting simple up to complex 
mattresses made of, e.g. PU flexible foam, PU cold foam or latex

High cutting speed and cut precision for automotive industry parts 
such as backrests, seats, gaskets, and cable insulation or for acoustic 
insulation parts, even those featuring high densities or Basotect

Center support for better knife support

Hold-down system for securing blocks

Fully automatic horizontal contour cutting machine design with 
automatic turntable and transport conveyors for loading and unloading

fAsTEsT ANd MosT EffICIENT CoNTouR CuTTINg 

MACHINE soluTIoN WITH CIRCuMfERENTIAl KNIfE 

foR CuTTINg CusHIoNs ANd MATTREssEs

Knife tension settingCenter support Fully automatic turntable

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, medical-technical 
applications, mattress industry, 
automotive industry

Material: 
PU flexible foam, PU cold foam, 
visco foam, latex, light rebond 
foams, Basotect®

Cutting tool:
Precision-ground, micro-toothed 
circumferential knife 3 x 0.6 mm
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fsM I
CoMpREssIoN CuTTINg 
MACHINE

Able to produce positive parts (e.g. cushion parts) as well as negative 
parts (e.g. packaging industry)

Small and large batches can be produced quickly

State-of-the-art servo drive technology facilitates feeding accuracies of 
2/100 mm, no manual readjustment necessary

Latest PLC control with operator panel facilitates production data 
storage and ensures optimum form reproducibility

Heavy-duty knife bar with automatic knife adjustment guarantees 
constant knife position and thus consistent product qualities

Sturdy machine design allows compression ratio of 1:20 and thus 
offers high potential for individual form part design.

foRM pRofIlE CuTTINg MACHINE fEATuRINg 

sTATIoNARY CuTTINg uNIT ANd REvERsINg TABlE 

foR pRoduCINg NEARlY All THREE-dIMENsIoNAl 

foRM pARTs MAdE of ElAsTIC foAM MATERIAls BY 

MEANs of A gIvEN foRM

Control panelFoam in the mold Downstream take-off conveyor

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, medical-technical 
applications, mattress industry, 
automotive industry

Material: 
PU flexible foam, visco-elastic foam, 
rebond foam, Basotect® as well as 
light PE

Cutting tool:
Precision-ground, endless, 
circumferential knife 40  x  0.5  mm, 
featuring sturdy knife bar with 
interchangeable upper and lower 
bindings
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ofs-vs
vERTICAl CoNTouR 
CuTTINg MACHINE

Machine features a stationary cutting unit with integrated knife guide 
and a belt system linked via CNC control

Minimal space requirement due to innovative design with two 
separate cutting units

Using a micro-toothed knife prevents regrinding and guarantees a 
constant cut quality

Hold-down system secures material with low self-adhesion or high 
stacking heights

OFS-VS well suited for incorporation into a cutting line, e.g. in 
connection with a horizontal splitting machine and a stacking machine 
or with a horizontal contour cutting machine

Optionally equipped with onboard side brackets for optimum securing 
of special materials such as PE

Precise contours and narrow tolerances thanks to knife twist angle of 
+/- 270° and a very thin knife - even perfectly cuts acute angles, sharp 
corners and small radii

Cutting speed of 80 m/min. facilitates very high productivity, 
particularly when used for the cushion and furniture industry

All-puRposE vERTICAl CoNTouR CuTTINg MACHINE 

foR pRoCEssINg sHEETs ANd BloCK MATERIAl WITH 

uTMosT pRECIsIoN ANd pERfoRMANCE

Control panelContour part Knife stripping device

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, textile industry, medical-
technical applications, mattress 
industry, automotive industry

Material: 
PUR soft foam and rebond foams, 
PE, polyester und non-woven fabric, 
reticulated foams, melamine foams, 
laminated materials, mineral rock 
wool, fabrics, etc.

Cutting tool:
Circulating, precision-ground 
knife 3 x 0.45 mm, micro-toothed 
or ground
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ofs 221
HoRIzoNTAl CoNTouR 
CuTTINg MACHINE

A special wire functioning as a broach can cut precise form parts even 
out of very hard materials because of its all-around cutting surface

Integrated dust extraction for optimum removal of cutting dust

Work table optionally equipped with transport conveyors for easier 
loading and unloading

Adjustable wire speed (option) facilitates even more precise and 
cleaner cuts in foams of various hardness and qualities

Cuts every desired shape, even right angles and the smallest radii

Cutting speeds of up to 5 m/min depending on material and contour

Infinitely variable wire speed for optimum processing of a wide range 
of materials

Infinitely pre-selectable cutting speed

HoRIzoNTAl CoNTouR CuTTINg MACHINE WITH 

sTATIoNARY CuTTINg uNIT ANd REvERsINg 

TABlE foR CuTTINg HARdER MATERIAls WITH A 

CIRCuMfERENTIAl WIRE

OperationHalf-pipe shells Cutting wire

Industry:
Packaging industry, automotive 
industry

Material: 
PU rigid and flexible foam, PU 
rebond foam, polystyrene, PE, 
rock or mineral wool, Foamglas®, 
phenolic foam, Basotect®

Cutting tool:
Endless, patented special wire  
1 - 1.5 mm in diameter
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Hfs 2000
HoRIzoNTAl CoNTouR 
CuTTINg MACHINE

Due to the special design of the cutting unit which, unlike the  
OFS 221, does not move linearly but swivels around the upper cross 
bar, the machine can also be used in production halls with limited 
ceiling height

A special wire functioning as a broach can cut precise form parts even 
out of very hard materials because of its all-around cutting surface

Integrated dust extraction facilitates optimum removal of cutting dust

Work table optionally equipped with transport conveyors for easier 
loading and unloading

Adjustable wire speed (option) facilitates even more precise and 
cleaner cuts in foams of various hardness and qualities

Cuts every desired shape, even right angles and the smallest radii

Cutting speeds of up to 5 m/min depending on material and contour

Vacuum unit used to better secure foam blocks, especially for 
materials with light bulk densities

HoRIzoNTAl CoNTouR CuTTINg MACHINE WITH 

sTATIoNARY CuTTINg uNIT ANd REvERsINg 

TABlE foR CuTTINg HARdER MATERIAls WITH A 

CIRCuMfERENTIAl WIRE

Operation Cutting wire

Industry:
Packaging industry, automotive 
industry

Material: 
PU rigid and flexible foam, PU 
rebond foam, polystyrene, PE, 
rock or mineral wool, Foamglas®, 
phenolic foam, Basotect®

Cutting tool:
Endless, patented special wire  
1 - 1.5 mm in diameter
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ofs-vW
vERTICAl CoNTouR 
CuTTINg MACHINE

Minimum material scrap from cutting thanks to special wire with 
small cross cut

Windows-based CNC control offers possibility to easily program 
directly at the machine

Uses an endless special wire that Bäumer produces  
according to a patented procedure

Optional infinitely variable wire speed to also cut extreme materials

OFS-VW cutting speed depends on the characteristics of the material 
and can be infinitely preset according to the corresponding foam 
quality (max. 40 m/min)

Makes any contour cuts and produces sharp-edged corners  
thanks to the all-round cutting surface of the cutting wire

vERTICAl CoNTouR CuTTINg MACHINE WITH WIRE 

foR CuTTINg ANY gEoMETRIC 2-dIMENsIoNAl 

CoNTouRs

Nesting Wire guide

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, wind power plants, 
shipbuilding, aerospace industry, 
automotive industry

Material: 
PU rigid foam, PVC and PET 
rigid foam, polystyrene, EPS and 
XPS, special foam for sandwich 
applications, polyester fleece, 
mineral wool, laminated materials

Cutting tool:
Patented endless high-speed 
cutting wire with various cross cuts
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GENERATING  
NESTING  
SIMULATING

SOFTWARE 

MADE BY 

BAEUMER

The software offers a variety features and functions:

 √ CAD editor macro tables for 
mattress contours, etc.

 √ Import and export functions via 
DXF, SLD, S3d, FRM

 √ Compatibility with older CAP 
versions

 √ Multi-area programming

 √ Superior production and order 
control

 √ Pair production function 
(horizontal and vertical nesting)

 √ Variable programs for various 
applications

We have made your questions ours in order to optimize proven methods, highlight new possibilities, and create 
intelligent solutions!

Together with nesting software, WinCAP has everything it takes to meet the cutting-edge requirements of foam 
processing. Developing and generating cutting programs is mostly automated. Users thus always have the ability to 
factor in specific characteristics.

WE HAVE MADE YOUR QUESTIONS OURS IN ORDER TO  

OPTIMIZE PROVEN METHODS, HIGHLIGHT NEW  

POSSIBILITIES, AND CREATE INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS!
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dIgITIzINg BoARdMulti area nesting  
The multi area nesting function enables the foam 
block to be optimally utilized. When using small piece 
numbers, it is particularly advantageous to section the 
block into individual areas which can be filled with 
various existing or recalculated cutting programmes 
afterwards.

An automatic mattress programming including a 
positioning automatic makes it possible to cut various 
mattresses with different dimensions out of one block.

Add-oN Tool:

Manual nesting  
With manual nesting, all contour parts are manually 
positioned. 

Automatic nesting   
Nester and Nestpro are add-on tools for automatic 
nesting and block optimization and are the optimum 
supplement for automating the often complex nesting 
processes.                                                                                 

The parts are placed in an intelligent way with different 
quantities, priorities, distances, mirroring and turning 
options, while also considering nesting efficiency and 
minimization of cutting times as well as waste rate.

Together, WinCAP and Nester/Nestpro are an advanced 
fully automatic solution for processing foam cuts.

Benefits of Nester/Nestpro:

 √ Minimized cutting cycles which increases cutting 
efficiency

 √ Average foam material savings of 5 to 10 %

 √ Increased vertical cutting machine productivity by 
more than 10%

Nester also offers the following functions:

 √ ”Common lines function” - several points are 
connected by means of radii

 √ Selectable parameters which are to be optimized 
within the cutting programs, such as waste rate or 
passage speed

There are several ways to create contour parts in the 
WinCAP parts menu: 

 √ Import DXF, SLD and FRM files

 √ Edit by entering coordinates

 √ Easily draw using the integrated drawing program

 √ Import from older CAP versions

By offering import and export functions, WinCAP is an 
open system with interfaces to other applications.

All parts can be saved by

 √ Name

 √ Foam quality

 √ Dimensions

 √ Presettings for automatic nesting (if add-on tool 
exists) 

 √ Operator’s name

For a better overview, all contour parts are shown in a 
preview window.

Table entries provide information about dimensions, 
quality and machine types, and the customer’s name at 
a glance. Details about production date, quantities, and 
cutting parameters can be shown separately.

gENERATINg NEsTINg

sIMulATINg

Cutting paths are automatically or manually generated 
after the nesting process is finished.

Knife cutting path is traced on the screen using the 
simulator. The cutting path is the determining factor for 
cut quality and cutting time.

Knife pivot points, feed rate, breakpoints, etc. are 
displayed on the screen in real time.

Operator can manually intervene at any time.

An integrated back-up and restore program enables 
data to be backed up easily and reinserted easily 
afterwards, e.g. after updates.

Program administration 
Finished nesting results and cutting programs are 
stored in program administration. All programs are 
saved here with a picture and all information regarding 
block or sheet dimensions, foam quality, margin 
measurements, etc.

The digitizing board add-on tool facilitates automatic 
digitizing of contour templates by simply tracing the 
models.

Digital modifications of the contours can be processed 
by means of simple auxiliary tools. Data can be 
transferred to WinCAP via DXF format. Templates and 
models are saved on digital data storage media.
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POS can be used as independent software or as 
software module integrated in WinCAP.

This innovative software links and controls connected 
processes in the foam industry, such as:

 √ Sorting and creating of cutting jobs for the connected 
machines

 √ Material planning of the blocks by integrated rest 
block administration

 √ Controlling of the production process 

Incoming cutting jobs are initially sorted by POS, e.g. 
according to contours, sheets and mattresses, foam 
quality, material thickness and part name. The system 
calculates the required blocks and allocates them to the 
various machines. 

There is the possibility to directly  start or modify 
manually or automatically cutting jobs at any single 
machine linked to POS at any time. In this case, all 
controls of all integrated machines must be equipped 
with the latest controls.

supERIoR 

CoNTRol

Possibilities of a connection to POS

 √ With old machines or machines from external suppliers 
which are able to read our G-code or our DXF format, 
respectively, it is possible to provide the cutting 
programmes at a separate PC at the machine and to 
integrate them into POS that way. 

 √ It is also possible to integrate a crane system into POS. 
All blocks on stock which are in the crane hall, including 
all important block data and stock ground information 
are managed in the POS Software.

 √ Together with POS, WinCAP can automatically generate 
complex cutting jobs for the horizontal and vertical 
cutting machines in a cutting line (superior mode). 

Advantages of POS in combination with  
last-generation machines by Bäumer: 

 √ Minor possibilities of errors with the job  
entry and selection of the blocks

 √ Quicker job entry and job processing

 √ Less operation personnel needed for  
starting the machines

 √ Automatic and manual mode possible

 √ Acknowledgement of the current product status

 √ Acknowledgement of the rest block dimensions  
of the connected machines

BZM-A OFS-HE 3 BSL 214+OFS-VS BSL-D
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BsA ANd ofs-vs
CuTTINg lINE

Consists of horizontal splitting machine BSA (Page 42 & 43) and 
vertical contour cutting machine OFS-VS (Page 52 & 53)

Automatically unloading and automatically de-stacking every sheet 
after it has been cut by the BSA creates a stack with hardly any 
misalignment. This stack is then transported quickly and easily to the 
OFS-VS machine where it is cut into contours

Both cutting machines are linked via superior control system

Incorporates shuttle systems so cutting line can be integrated into a 
complete production process

Simultaneous, parallel and fully automatic processing of the jobs by 
both machines facilitates very high capacity achievements

Both machines can also always be used as stand-alone machines, 
even at the same time

CuTTINg lINE foR AuToMATICAllY CuTTINg BloCK 

INTo sHEETs ANd sHEETs INTo CoNTouRs WITHouT 

ANY MANuAl INTERvENTIoN

Industry:
Furniture industry, mattress industry

Material: 
PUR foams and PUR rebond 
foams, PE, EVA, reticulated foams, 
melamine foams, sponge rubber, 
cellular rubber, neoprene® (EPDM)

Cutting tool:
BSA: Band knife 60 mm x 0.6 mm- 
OFS-VS: Precision-ground, micro-
toothed circumferential knife 3 x  
0.6 mm
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Bsl 214 ANd ofs-vs
CuTTINg lINE

Consists of horizontal cutting machine BSL 214 (Page 32 & 33) and 
vertical contour cutting machine OFS-VS (Page 52 & 53)

BSL 214 flexibly produces sheets of various thicknesses and 
quantities so OFS-VS can subsequently cut the required amount of 
contours

Both machines can also always be used as stand-alone machines, 
even at the same time

The application range of both individual machines is completely 
maintained, i.e. the vertical contour cutting machine can cut fleece 
material or adhesive laminated sheets into contours independent of 
the BSL 214 machine

Incorporates shuttle systems so cutting line can be integrated into a 
complete production process

Both cutting machines are linked via superior control system

Simultaneous, parallel and fully automatic processing of the jobs 
by both foam cutting machines facilitates very high capacity 
achievements

CuTTINg lINE foR AuToMATICAllY CuTTINg BloCK 

INTo sHEETs ANd sHEETs INTo CoNTouRs WITHouT 

ANY MANuAl INTERvENTIoN

Industry:
Furniture industry, mattress industry

Material: 
PU and PU rebond foam, visco-
elastic foam, reticulated foam, 
Basotect®, latex

Cutting tool:
BSL 214: Band knife 30 mm x  
0.45 mm, OFS-VS: Precision-
ground, micro-toothed 
circumferential knife 3 x 0.6 mm
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ofs-HE 3 ANd ofs-vs
CuTTINg lINE

Consists of horizontal contour cutting machine OFS-HE 3 (Page 48 & 
49), height-adjustable transport conveyor and vertical contour cutting 
machine OFS-VS (Page 52 & 53)

Cutting line can be used for pure mattress or furniture cuts as well as 
for 3D contours and technical parts

Both machines are linked to each other and are controlled by superior 
software 

System flexibly adapts to different space requirements - the machines 
can be arranged in a line or parallel to each other

Consistently high cut quality with no manual intervention in the 
production process

High-capacity and flexible cutting center since both contour cutting 
machines can process different jobs at the same time

CuTTINg lINE foR AuToMATICAllY CuTTINg THREE-

dIMENsIoNAl pARTs IN oNE pRoCEss INsTEAd of 

TIME-CoNsuMINg gluINg

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, mattress industry, 
automotive industry

Cutting tool:
Precision-ground, micro-toothed 
circumferential knife 3 x 0.6 mm

Cut sample

Material: 
PU and PU rebond foam, visco-
elastic foam, reticulated foam, 
Basotect®, latex
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Ep
pRofIlINg MACHINE

The EP's compact design makes it possible to produce various 
customized sheet profiles featuring high densities, compression 
hardness, and material thicknesses

The EP machine can also be special-ordered as a combination EP/ES 
machine. Apart from profiling, this machine can also be used an all-
purpose solution for splitting special materials such as PE, EVA, foam 
rubber, ether foam, etc.

Winding and unwinding units facilitate continuous production flow for 
profiling web material (option)

Easy quick change system facilitates fast profile roller changes and 
thus minimizes production costs

The standard version of the machine provides high, user-friendly and 
simple ease of use due to latest servo technology, operator panel, 
automatic knife adjustment in the case of knife wear and infinitely 
adjustable press cylinders

Customized profile rollers are a unique feature and increase customer 
satisfaction and flexibility

Knife retainers in the knife bar provide additional knife guiding and 
stability during the cutting process

Operator stationSchematic diagram Cutting process

Ep pRofIlINg MACHINE foR pRofIlINg sHEETs ANd 

WEB MATERIAl As WEll As MATTREss CoREs MAdE 

of flEXIBlE MATERIAls

Material: 
PU flexible foam, PU cold foam, 
PU rebond, visco-elastic foam, 
Basotect®

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, medical-technical 
applications, mattress industry

Cutting tool:
Endless band knife 80 mm in width 
and 1 mm thick in knife bar with 
interchangeable upper and lower 
guide binding
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Es
splITTINg MACHINE

Material:  
Polyethylen (PE), EVA, EPDM, 
foam rubber and cellular rubber, 
PU and PU rebond, neoprene

Its compact and sturdy design facilitates splitting light and flexible 
foams as well as processing heavy and rigid materials while 
maintaining the utmost precision

The machine comes standard-equipped with the latest servo 
technology, operator panel, automatic knife adjustment in the case 
of knife wear and infinitely adjustable press cylinders, thus providing 
high but still simple ease of use

Able to process material qualities of up to 65 shore A

Knife retainers in the knife bar provide additional knife guiding and 
stability during the cutting process

Operator stationSplitting rollers utilized Press cylinders and knife

THIs splITTINg MACHINE Is EQuIppEd WITH TWo 

pREss CYlINdERs ANd Is usEd foR splITTINg sHEETs 

ANd WEB MATERIAls

Industry:
Packaging industry, medical-
technical applications, automotive 
industry

Cutting tool:
Endless band knife 80 mm in width 
and 1 mm thick in knife bar with 
interchangeable upper and lower 
guide binding
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s1200
splITTINg MACHINE

Its compact and sturdy design facilitates makes it possible to split 
heavy and hard materials while maintaining the utmost precision

The machine comes standard-equipped with the latest servo 
technology, operator panel, automatic knife adjustment in the case 
of knife wear and infinitely adjustable press cylinders, thus providing 
high but still simple ease of use

Knife retainers in the knife bar provide additional knife guiding and 
stability during the cutting process

Knife bar and special bindingSchematic diagram Pair of press cylinders utilized

splITTINg MACHINE s1200 Is EQuIppEd WITH TWo 

pREss CYlINdERs ANd suppoRT RollERs foR 

splITTINg sHEETs WITH vERY HIgH dENsITIEs ANd 

HARdNEss up To 96 sHoRE A

Industry:
Packaging industry, processing 
of technical products, automotive 
and structural engineering, fully 
automated systems and machine 
engineering in the area of sealing 
technology, printing industry, 
automotive industry

Material: 
Polyethylene (PE), EVA, EPDM, 
rubber and rubber rebond, 
vulcanized and non-vulcanized 
rubber, PVC flooring when still 
warm, PUR elastomers and 
Vulkollan®

Cutting tool:
Endless band knife 80 mm in width 
and 1.2 mm thick in knife bar with 
interchangeable upper and lower 
special guide binding
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BsR 1
HoRIzoNTAl splITTINg 
MACHINE Machine's sophisticated design facilitates utmost precision in 

splitting sheets and block material with densities of up to 250 kg/m³ 
depending on material and cutting thickness

Holds knife tip position in relation to the material by activating the 
automatic angle adjustment of the cutting unit when changing the 
cutting thickness

Highest cutting quality and limit of accuracy because the automatic 
knife adjustment keeps the knife in a constant position

Ideal machine design with respect to block dimension and material 
because various table dimensions can be configured

Splits extreme materials like EVA, for example, by means of special 
equipment such as reinforced press cylinder, vacuum controlled by 
frequency converter, etc.

Processes materials with shore hardness of up to 70 shore

Benefit: increased limit of accuracy of the cut sheets, low strain and 
thus extended knife durability

Operator station Vacuum fan Knife bar with press cylinder

All-puRposE HoRIzoNTAl splITTINg MACHINE foR 

splITTINg flEXIBlE MATERIAl ANd MATERIAl THAT Is 

dIffICulT To splIT

Industry:
Packaging industry, automotive 
industry

Material: 
PU and PU rebond, polyethylene 
(PE), cellular rubber, Basotect®, 
Baynat®, rubber and rubber rebond, 
cork, foam rubber, neoprene and 
comparable materials, reticulated 
foams, EVA, latex

Cutting tool:
Endless band knife 80 mm in width 
and 1 mm thick in knife bar with 
interchangeable upper and lower 
guide binding
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BsR-Hs
foR RIgId foAM

Sturdy design facilitates utmost precision in cutting sheets and block 
material with densities of up to 450 kg/m³ depending on the material

Set knives are held in the adjustable guides and are therefore kept 
steady and constant in the material

Constant cutting results can be achieved even with extreme materials 
by using a special vacuum unit

Optional drive technology for cutting tools and table movement make 
it possible to cut even extreme materials, such as rigid foams or PVC 
(option)

Able to process shore hardness of up to 70 shore

Dust extraction channels at different centers of gravity on the cutting 
unit facilitate smooth broaching and cutting process by the set knife

Various table dimensions facilitate machine's ideal design with respect 
to block dimensions and material

Machine reinforcement for processing material that weighs up to  
800 kg/m³ (option)

Control panelWork table with vacuum unit Machine in operation mode

THE BsR RIgId foAM Is AN All-puRposE  

HoRIzoNTAl splITTINg MACHINE foR  

CuTTINg HARd ANd CoMpACT MATERIAls  

WITH A sET KNIfE

Industry:
Packaging industry, automotive 
industry

Material: 
Block material and sheets made of 
PU rigid foam, PVC rigid foam, PET 
materials, cardboard, honeycomb, 
polystyrene/EPS

Cutting tool:
Endless set knife up to 30 mm in 
width and 0.8 mm thick that runs 
on hardened crowned running 
wheels
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Bsv-E
loNg splITTINg MACHINE

Long blocks to be split are continuously fed to the cutting portal by 
an endless transport conveyor system that has two reversing stations. 
Cutting unit is lowered to the desired film thickness after each block 
circulation.

Maximum block weight 5 t with the 60 m version

For glued blocks 

Maximum cutting speed of 120 m/min

Touch control panel 

Manual angle adjustment

Manually adjustable non-driven press cylinder

Motor-driven press cylinder (option)

Motor-adjustable knife bar and retainer adjustment (option)

Left tower Right tower

ECoNoMICAl loNg splITTINg MACHINE foR 

pRoduCINg fIlMs THAT ARE 1 - 50 MM THICK ouT of 

gluEd loNg BloCKs THAT ARE 40 M, 50 M oR 60 M

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, footwear industry, apparel 
industry, automotive industry

Material: 
Polyether and polyester flexible 
foams with various densities 
and compression hardness 
requirements: The PU flexible foam 
used in the looper must be able to 
adjust to the radii of the reversing 
station without any problems

Cutting tool:
Precision-ground smooth 
circumferential knife (80 mm wide, 
0.6 mm thick)
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Bsv-EC
loNg splITTINg MACHINE

Long blocks to be split are continuously fed to the cutting portal by 
an endless transport conveyor system that has two reversing stations. 
Cutting unit is lowered to the desired film thickness after each block 
circulation.

Block length compensation by mobile towers

Maximum block weight 7 t with the 60 m version

For glued and open blocks

Maximum cutting speed of 150 m/min

Multipanel control panel 

Motor-driven angle adjustment

Motor-driven and adjustable press cylinder

Towers with clamp fittings

Motor-driven knife bar and retainer adjustment

BSV-EC

ECoNoMICAl loNg splITTINg MACHINE foR 

pRoduCINg fIlMs THAT ARE 1 - 50 MM THICK ouT of 

gluEd loNg BloCKs THAT ARE 40 M, 50 M oR 60 M

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, footwear industry, apparel 
industry, automotive industry

Material: 
Polyether and polyester flexible 
foams with various densities 
and compression hardness 
requirements: The PU flexible foam 
used in the looper must be able to 
adjust to the radii of the reversing 
station without any problems. 
Long splitting machine BSV-EC can 
process more flexible foams than 
the BSV-E model

Cutting tool:
Precision-ground smooth 
circumferential knife (80 mm wide, 
0.6 mm thick)
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Bsv-ET
loNg splITTINg MACHINE

Long blocks to be split are continuously fed to the cutting portal by 
an endless transport conveyor system that has two reversing stations. 
Cutting unit is lowered to the desired film thickness after each block 
circulation.

Block length compensation by mobile towers

Maximum block weight 15 t with the 60 m version

For glued blocks

Maximum cutting speed of 350 m/min

Multipanel control panel

Motor-driven angle adjustment

Motor-driven, adjustable press cylinders

Towers without clamp fittings

Motor-driven knife bar and retainer adjustment

8 conveyor drives

BSV-ET

ECoNoMICAl loNg splITTINg MACHINE foR 

pRoduCINg fIlMs THAT ARE 1 - 50 MM THICK ouT of 

gluEd loNg BloCKs THAT ARE 60 M oR 120 M

Industry:
Packaging industry, textile industry, 
automotive industry

Material: 
Polyether and polyester flexible 
foams with various densities and 
compression hardness, rebond 
foam. Requirement: The PU flexible 
foam used in the looper must 
be able to adjust to the radii of 
the reversing station without any 
problems.

Cutting tool:
Precision-ground smooth 
circumferential knife (80 mm wide, 
0.6 mm thick)
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Bsv-R
loNg splITTINg MACHINE

Long blocks to be split are continuously fed to the cutting portal by 
an endless transport conveyor system that has two reversing stations. 
Cutting unit is lowered to the desired film thickness after each block 
circulation.

Block length compensation by pivoting inner circles

Maximum block weight 2 t or 3 t

For glued blocks

Maximum cutting speed of 100 m/min

Multipanel control panel 

Manual angle adjustment

Manually adjustable non-driven press cylinder

Motor-driven press cylinder adjustment (option)

Automatic knife bar and retainer adjustment (option)

Left towerCutting unit Right tower

ECoNoMICAl loNg splITTINg MACHINE foR 

pRoduCINg fIlMs THAT ARE 1 - 50 MM THICK ouT of 

gluEd loNg BloCKs (20 M oR 30.5 M) WITH sMAll 

ANd MId-sIzEd CApACITY REQuIREMENTs

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, medical-technical 
applications, automotive industry

Material: 
Polyether and polyester flexible 
foams with various densities 
and compression hardness 
requirements: The PU flexible foam 
used in the looper must be able to 
adjust to the radii of the reversing 
station without any problems

Cutting tool:
Precision-ground smooth 
circumferential knife (80 mm wide, 
0.6 mm thick)
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Bsv-s
HoRIzoNTAl CuTTINg 
MACHINE

Stationary cutting unit allows fully automatic mode of operation 
in both the loop operation and reverse mode due to the linking of 
the belt system with the press cylinder, the infeed and the angle 
adjustment of the cutting unit

Holds knife tip position in relation to the material by activating the 
automatic angle adjustment of the cutting unit when changing the 
cutting thickness

Uses reversing stations (towers) when processing open blocks, 
automatic length compensation by motor-driven adjustment of a 
tower

Utmost precision thanks to state-of-the-art servo and frequency 
converter technology for infeed and production speed, and latest 
ease of use with swivel-mounted operator panel facilitates optimum 
production process

Highest cutting quality and limit of accuracy because the automatic 
knife adjustment keeps the knife in a constant position

Ideal machine design with respect to block dimension and material 
because various table dimensions can be configured

Benefit: increased limit of accuracy of the cut sheets, low strain and 
thus extended knife durability

Operator stationSide guide Reversing station

All-puRposE HoRIzoNTAl splITTINg MACHINE foR 

splITTINg flEXIBlE MATERIAls ANd foR MAKINg 

foIls ouT of gluEd BloCKs oR sHEETs ouT of 

sINglE BloCKs

Industry:
Packaging industry, medical-
technical applications, automotive 
industry

Material: 
Polyethylene (PE), cellular rubber, 
EPDM, foam rubber, neoprene and 
comparable materials

Cutting tool:
Endless band knife 80 mm in width 
and 1 mm thick in knife bar with 
interchangeable upper and lower 
guide binding
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Bfs
HoRIzoNTAl CuTTINg 
MACHINE

For splitting non-glued long blocks

Easily produces film material in thicknesses at or above 5 mm with 
optimum material utilization

Generates optimum cutting angles and cuts precise sheet thicknesses 
because the angle adjustment of the cutting unit is automatic

Extended knife durability and low set-up costs because less strain is 
put on the knife as it does not need to be rotated thanks to the swivel-
mounted cutting unit

Splitting machine can be equipped with different cutting units in 
order to process materials with different qualities, densities, and 
compression hardness

For producing endless film material, the machine can be optionally 
equipped with an output conveyor so it can glue the respective ends 
of the film together on a special platform

Take-off conveyor with park positionGrinding unit Cutting unit

AuToMATIC HoRIzoNTAl CuTTINg MACHINE WITH 

REvERsINg BElT sYsTEM ANd sTATIoNARY CuTTINg 

uNIT foR ECoNoMICAllY CuTTINg ANd splITTINg 

sHEETs INTo vARIous THICKNEssEs ANd lENgTHs of 

10 M ANd up

Industry:
Packaging industry, footwear 
industry, apparel industry, 
automotive industry

Material: 
PU ether and ester foam, PU rebond 
foam, reticulated foams, and 
similar materials with light to heavy 
densities.

Cutting tool:
Precision-ground smooth 
circumferential knife (30 mm wide, 
0.45 mm thick)
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BsM
HoRIzoNTAl splITTINg 
MACHINE

Maximum cutting thickness 200 mm and minimum cutting thickness 
1 mm, remaining sheet of less than 4 mm

Also suited for cutting simple mattresses

Operator station integrated in switch cabinet, swivel-mounted 
operator station available (option)

Particularly suited for newcomers because of unmatched  
price/performance ratio

Able to integrate into an automatic cutting line

Manual angle adjustment of the cutting unit

Sturdy steel knife bar with automatic retainer adjustment in case of 
knife wear

Special equipment for cutting thin films

Grinding unitTake-off conveyor BSM with belts

HoRIzoNTAl splITTINg MACHINE WITH sTATIoNARY 

CuTTINg uNIT ANd REvERsINg WoRK TABlE

Industry:
Packaging industry, automotive 
industry, medical technical 
applications

Material: 
Suited for materials weighing up 
to 150 kg/m³ and hardness up to 
50 shore, e.g.: PU and PU rebond 
foam, rubber rebond foam, PE, EPP 
and EVA foam, Ethafoam, cellular 
rubber, foam rubber, Basotect®, 
Baynat®, latex, polyethylene

Cutting tool:
Endless band knife 60 x 0.6 mm in 
steel knife bar with guide bindings 
and central retainer adjustment
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RoK
Roll CoMpREssIoN 
sYsTEM Compressing and packaging foam rolls for economic and space-saving 

storage and transport

Reduces foam roll volume by up to 900 mm depending on foam type 
and machine specification

Up to five freely configurable compression and packaging programs 
for optimum coordination of the operating processes based on the 
different types of foam

Packaging film is welded automatically when the number of entered 
wrap layers is finished

For roll widths 2,200 mm or 2,500 mm

For roll diameters from 400-2,000 mm or 2,500 mm

Belt speed 20 m/min

Control panelCompressed roll Compressing

Roll CoMpREssIoN sYsTEM foR CoMpREssINg 

polYuRETHANE foAM IN Roll foRM

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, miscellaneous, medical-
technical applications, automotive 
industry

Material: 
Flexible foams and technical foams
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sMW 1
pEElINg MACHINE

A block fixed on a peeling shaft is driven by means of a press cylinder 
and continuously fed to the band knife

Peeling machine for efficiently peeling round and rectangular blocks 
with a total weight of up to 1,000 kg for producing endless web 
material

Large diameter of the utilized running wheels ensures an ideal 
bending radius and extended knife durability

In connection with an EP profiling machine, the SMW 1 can be linked 
to an automatic production line

Able to peel cutting thicknesses from 1 to 32 mm in increments of 
0.01 mm because of its infinite electronic height adjustment

A driven press cylinder is used for steadily feeding material to the 
knife which prevents deviations in the cutting thicknesses

Cutting speed up to 150 m/min makes it possible to process high 
production volumes

Heavy winding unitTrimming station Second press cylinder

pEElINg MACHINE foR EffICIENTlY pEElINg  

RouNd ANd RECTANgulAR BloCKs WITH A  

ToTAl WEIgHT of up To 1,000 Kg foR pRoduCINg 

ENdlEss WEB MATERIAl

Industry:
Packing industry, construction 
industry: flooring and impact 
sound insulation or fall protection, 
medical-technical applications, 
automotive industry

Material: 
PU flexible foam, rebond foam, 
polystyrene

Cutting tool:
Endless band knife 80 mm in width 
and 0.6 mm thick in knife bar with 
interchangeable upper and lower 
guide binding
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sMW 3
pEElINg MACHINE

A block fixed on a peeling shaft is driven by means of a press cylinder 
and continuously fed to the band knife

Able to peel cutting thicknesses from 1 to 32 mm in increments of 
0.01 mm because of its infinite electronic height adjustment

A driven press cylinder is used for steadily feeding material to the 
knife which prevents deviations in the cutting thicknesses

Fully automatic retainer adjustment guarantees a constant distance 
between the leading edge of the knife and the symmetry axis of the 
press cylinder thereby ensuring uniform cutting thickness

Cutting speed up to 80 m/min (optionally available, standard speed is 
up to 25 m/min) makes it possible to process high production volumes

Reinforced automatic winding unit with feeding function facilitates 
precise and even film winding

Control panelTrimming unit Winding unit

pEElINg MACHINE foR EffICIENTlY pEElINg RouNd 

BloCKs WITH A ToTAl BloCK WEIgHT of up To  

3,000 Kg foR pRoduCINg ENdlEss WEB MATERIAl

Industry:
Packing industry, construction 
industry: flooring and impact 
sound insulation or fall protection, 
medical-technical applications, 
automotive industry

Material: 
Rubber rebond foam, rubber-cork 
rebond, PU foam, cork and similar 
materials up to a density of  
1,050 kg/m³

Cutting tool:
Endless band knife 80 mm in width 
and 1 mm thick in knife bar with 
interchangeable upper and lower 
guide binding
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sMW 5
pEElINg MACHINE

A block fixed on a peeling shaft is driven by means of a press cylinder 
and continuously fed to the band knife

Able to peel cutting thicknesses from 1 to 32 mm in increments of 
0.01 mm because of its infinite electronic height adjustment

A driven press cylinder is used for steadily feeding material to the 
knife which prevents deviations in the cutting thicknesses

Fully automatic retainer adjustment guarantees a constant distance 
between the leading edge of the knife and the symmetry axis of the 
press cylinder thereby ensuring uniform cutting thickness

Cutting speed up to 25 m/min makes it possible to process high 
production volumes

Reinforced cutting dust extraction unit for continuous knife grinding

Reinforced automatic winding unit with feeding function facilitates 
precise and even film winding

Control panelTrimming unit Material sample

pEElINg MACHINE foR EffICIENTlY pEElINg RouNd 

BloCKs WITH A ToTAl BloCK WEIgHT of up To  

5,000 Kg foR pRoduCINg ENdlEss WEB MATERIAl

Industry:
Packing industry, construction 
industry: flooring and impact 
sound insulation or fall protection, 
medical-technical applications, 
automotive industry

Material: 
Rubber rebond foam, rubber-cork 
rebond, cork and similar materials 
up to a density of 1,050 kg/m³

Cutting tool:
Endless band knife 80 mm in width 
and 1 mm thick in knife bar with 
interchangeable upper and lower 
guide binding
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BloCK 
CRusHER

As 1
ANgulAR CuTTINg 
MACHINE

THE BloCK CRusHER opENs THE CEll  

sTRuCTuRE of foAMs To IMpRovE  

THE foAM QuAlITY

Short or long block is uniformly compressed by roller rows placed 
on top of each other, and the resulting pressure bursts open the 
individual foam cells

Upper roller row can be infinitely moved when being inclined so that 
the pressing power can be continuously increased and adapted to 
different foam qualities

High production capacity thanks to crushing speed of 15 m/min and a 
passage speed of 40 m/min

Control panel facilitates programming of multi-step fully automatic 
crushing cycle; machine operator can also work on different machines 
or tasks at the same time

Can be used as a stand-alone machine and can also be integrated into 
fully automatic line

Industry:
Mattress industry

Material: 
HR foams, visco-elastic foams, 
polyether and similar materials

Vertical cutting unit can be swiveled 15° in both directions, which 
makes it possible to cut a wide range of different patterns

Able to stencil and bevel at the same time

Extended knife durability because rubberized knife wheels with a 
diameter of 300 mm are integrated in a two-wheel cutting unit and 
create sufficient a bending radius

Maximum block height of 400 mm, optional 650 mm, in vertical basic 
position of the cutting unit

Twisted band knife facilitates cutting in both directions

Motor-driven grinding unit sharpens the circumferential knife and 
guarantees a high surface quality

ANgulAR CuTTINg MACHINE foR  

sIMplE CuTs fRoM sMAll foAM pIECEs

Industry:
Packaging industry, furniture 
industry, medical-technical 
applications, automotive industry

Material: 
PU flexible foam, HR foam, 
visco foam, latex, rebond foam, 
Basotect®, PE

Cutting tool:
Endless, circumferential, precision-
ground band knife 10 x 0.45 mm
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MdK II
EdgE RouNdINg 
MACHINE

sf I
spoNgE MIllINg 
MACHINE

Flexible knife guide makes it possible to infinitely vary cutting heights 
from 70 mm (radius 35 mm) to 200 mm (radius 100 mm), which 
means the machine is very flexible in use

Utilizing customized special skids makes it possible to cut special 
profiles

Machine can even be set up and commissioned by oneself thanks to 
its compact design and very user-friendly control system

Removable motor-driven transport conveyor after the cutting skid 
more effectively transports the cutting material through the knife and 
ensures a constant cutting quality

Motor-driven grinding unit ensures a high-precision knife grinding and 
thus improves the productivity and cutting pattern

MdK II foR RouNdINg off EdgEs of  

sMAllER foAM pIECEs 70 To 200 MM  

IN HEIgHT

Industry:
Furniture industry

Material: 
PU flexible foam, light rebond foam, 
latex, PE, PP

Cutting tool:
Precision-ground, smooth, 
circumferential knife 24 x 0.2 mm

The next sponge can be placed on the pincushion with an insertion 
device even while the first sponge is still being milled

Able to process sponges 85 - 200 mm in length and 85 - 200 mm in 
width and 40 - 80 mm in height

CE safety standard

High flexibility with small and mid-sized quantities

Capacity of up to 600 sponges per hour

Sponge contour and form can be changed by different templates and 
milling devices, 5-10 min setup time

sEMI-AuToMATIC spoNgE MIllINg MACHINE  

WITH oNE WoRKINg sTATIoN foR MIllINg  

spoNgEs IN All CoMMoN sIzEs

Industry:
Household products industry

Material: 
Flexible foam

Cutting tool:
Milling head
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sf v
spoNgE MIllINg 
MACHINE

gf 1200
spoNgE MIllINg 
MACHINE

Machine consists of a cut-off station with optionally integrated 
magazine as well as the actual milling station with 5 milling units 
(optional 3) that are arranged in a line. 

AuToMATEd sYsTEM foR MIllINg foAMs IN All 

AvAIlABlE foRMs. MACHINE pRoCEssEs foAM BARs 

THAT ARE 2 M IN lENgTH

Industry:
Household products industry

Material: 
Flexible foam

Cutting tool:
5-milling heads

Maximum production speed of 12,000 sponges per hour

Optimum cycle times thanks to parallel cut-off and stacking function

Optional installation of second vertical strip cutter as a substitute for 
the magazine: the needed foam bars are automatically cut from rolls 
or sheets and fed into the grip sponge milling machine

Production process:  
- Pre-configured laminated foam bars are fed from a  
magazine into the grip sponge milling machine  
- groove is milled into the foam bars  
- milled foam bars are bundled on the table of  
the cut-off station into packages of 10 or 20 bars  
- packages are automatically cut off or cut to size  
at the vertical cut-off machine

MIllINg sTATIoN CoMBINEd WITH A fullY 

AuToMATIC CuT-off sTATIoN foR MAss pRoduCINg 

KITCHEN spoNgEs MAdE of flEXIBlE foAM 

lAMINATEd WITH ABRAsIvE oR ClEANINg fElT

Industry:
Household products industry

Material: 
Flexible foam laminated on one 
side or two sides with abrasive or 
cleaning felt

Cutting tool:
Aluminum or steel milling head on 
the milling machine and toothed, 
endless knife at the cut-off station 
(vertical)
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YouR 

sATIsfACTIoN 

Is ouR goAl:

Foam cutting machines and plants, storage and transport systems, control 
systems, user software, automation solutions: For more than 60 years, 
we have been designing and building machines and plants for the foam 
industry,and have been supplying these to virtually all countries on this 
planet.  

New technologies, further developments and the large range of ever 
newer types of machines, require comprehensive service, as well as the 
continuous provision of advice and assistance.

As a leading innovator, Bäumer impresses with sophisticated technologies 
to fulfil the highest requirements - and also provides the best customer 
service! We have a large team of optimally trained service technicians with 
an experience of many years.

Benefit from our expertise and take advantage of our professional all-round 
service. 

Maximum production reliability with Bäumer!

 - Highly qualified and motivated technicians are available on our service 
hotline to provide help and advice..  
We assist you with quick and competent solutions to technical problems.

 - With professional commissioning by experienced Bäumer technicians, 
you exploit the full potential of yourmodern systems - right from the start!

 - If necessary, we immediately dispatch a competent technician to repair 
your machine or plant. The know-how of our experienced technicians will 
impress you.

 - Regularly maintained machines ensure safety. Take advantage of our offer 
of preventive maintenance and benefit from the considerably improved 
availability of the machines and plants. 

 - We advise you with pleasure and expertise. We modernise your older 
machines and upgrade them to the latest state of the art.

 - Well-trained machine operators and those responsible for maintenance 
increase the quality of your products and the availability of your 
machines. Take advantage of our qualification offers to further train your 
employees.

 - Profit from the quality of original spare parts from Bäumer. We are 
pleased to advise you on the essential parts to have in stock at all times.

 - You want to optimise your processes? We offer you expert advice on how 
to improve your productivity.

sERvICE
WoRld-WIdE ANd 
CusToMER-oRIENTEd
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sERvICE
IMpRovE YouR 
MACHINEs 
RElIABIlITY

Optimally qualified, highly motivated and extremely flexible. The Bäumer all-round service offers you safety and 
reliability. We are always ready to listen to your requirements and adapt our service activities individually to your 
needs.

A wide range of services ensures the optimum operation of your Bäumer products and supports you during the 
entire service life of your machines and plants - individual, qualified and comprehensive!

Choose your individual service package from our extensive range of services.  

We coordinate word-wide and in various languages 
necessary service measures with our team of over 
40 experienced Bäumer specialists. Professional 
commissioning, including careful supervision of your 
operating personnel during the initial stages of use, 
ensure optimum operation of the machines and plants 
rightfrom the start!  

Our experts in the fields of mechanical engineering, 
electrical engineering and software are there to 
assist you, free of charge, on our service hotline. A 
comprehensive range of preventive maintenance and 
servicing measures ensure your day-to-day operation.
In the unlikely case that your Bäumer product should 
need a quick repair, we are on site in no time thanks to 
several world-wide service points. 

We offer a variety of qualification measures so that your 
operating, maintenance and programming personnel 
can fully exploit the potential of our machines and 
plants. Optimally trained operating personnel are the 
key to the long-term success of your company.

To optimise your processes, our specially trained 
process engineers are available to check process 
sequences on site and recommend measures to 
improve productivity, cut quality, etc.

 Original spare parts from Bäumer ensure optimum 
operability of your machines and plants. We supply our 
customers with the appropriate spare parts all over the 
world within an extremely short time. We are pleased 
to advise you on selecting the correct parts, or put 
together an individual repair kit.  

Our retrofitting and modernisation measures ensure the 
long-term productivity of your Bäumer systems.

The integration of new, up-to-date technological 
developments extends the operability of older machines 
and is a good alternative to purchasing new ones.

TECHNICAl suppoRT

QuAlIfICATIoN

pRoduCTs
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Hotline 
Phone: +49 2734 289-372 
Fax: +49 2734 289-376 
e-Mail: service@baeumer.com

WinCAP Hotline 
Phone: +49 2734 289-458 
e-Mail: wincap@baeumer.com

Hotline USA (General support & WinCAP) 
Phone: +1 973 263 1569 
Fax: +1 973 299 8587 
e-Mail: service@baumerofamerica.com

Contact 
Phone: +49 2734 289-362 
e-Mail: service@baeumer.com

 - Support during and after commissioning

 - Diagnoses per telephone

 - Remote service via secure modem or VPN connections

 - Spare part identification

 - Arranging for service calls

 - Professional installation of Bäumer systems

 - Commissioning by experienced Bäumer service technicians

 - Optimum start of operation of new machines

 - Training the operating and maintenance personnel

 - Comprehensive machinery training courses  

Specialists in the fields of mechanical engineering, 
electrical engineering and software are there to give you 
professional assistance in case of technical problems. 
Our service technicians distinguish themselves by 
many years of practical experience and provide quick 
and reliable assistance. In order to ensure optimum 
availability to break down language barriers and save 
you expensive long-distance calls we also offer you 
telephone support in the USA in addition to our central 
hotline in Germany.

You have decided in favour of the market leader! 
Consider top service for the installation and 
commissioning of your high-quality Bäumer system to 
be a matter of course. 
After professionally coordinated planning, your system 
will be installed and put into operation according to 
your specifications.  
Naturally, our qualified technicians also give your 
operating and maintenance personnel basic training. 

HoTlINE CoMMIssIoNINg

Contact 
Phone: +49 2734 289-372 
e-Mail: service@baeumer.com

Contact 
Phone: +49 2734 289-226 
e-Mail: service@baeumer.com

 - Qualified maintenance by Bäumer service technicians

 - Preparation of a detailed inspection report

 - Extension of the machine service life

 - Favourable fixed prices

 - Original Bäumer spare parts and wear parts only

 - Individual maintenance agreements, tailored to our 

customer‘s needs

 - Quick and competent repairs

 - Refurbishment  

 - Complete overhauls

 - Damage analysis and advisory discussion

 - Urgent repairs upon request

 - High professional expertise

Increase the availability of your Bäumer systems, 
reduce running costs and increase production reliability. 
As a rule, it is only minor problems that cause system 
malfunctions and, thus, a loss of production. This is 
annoying and expensive - and could have been avoided 
in many cases. 
Prevent machine downtimes, keep delivery deadlines 
and product quality, and ensure your production with 
the Bäumer preventive maintenance concept. 

We will assist you quickly and in a professional manner. 
Whether by road, rail or air, when it‘s really important 
our highly trained technicians are quickly on site in 
order to give you prompt and expert assistance should 
your machine malfunction. With our large stock of 
original spare parts, we can solve your problems 
without compromises.

pREvENTIvE MAINTENANCE REpAIR
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Contact 
Phone: +49 2734 289-282 
e-Mail: spareparts@baeumer.com

Contact 
Phone: +49 2734 289-372 
e-Mail: service@baeumer.com

 - Perfect-fit original parts exclusively from the manufacturer

 - he quickest and most economical way for your spare parts,

 - per courier, express service or air freight

 - Dispatch of urgent parts that are in stock on the day ordered 

 - Increasing the service life of machines and components due 

to original parts

 - Individual advice regarding stocking of spare parts  

 - Plausibility check of spare part inquiries and orders

 - Expendable and wear parts for other supplier machines

 - Individual advice

 - Partial and complete retrofitting of CNC machines

 - Retrofitting of machines and plants with Siemens S5 or AEG 

control systems

 - Replacement of d.c. drives and controllers

 - Partial retrofitting of frequency and servo controllers

 - Mechanical retrofitting to increase efficiency

 - Ensuring rational and fault-free production

Put your faith in the original! Our machines and 
plants produce successfully on all five continents 
- supplying spare parts worldwide is our daily job. 
Whether per courier within Europe, or overseas per 
express air freight within 24 hours - we always find 
the most economical way for our customers. We not 
only supply spare parts - our experts are pleased to 
advise you on identifying the correct parts or to make 
recommendations. Professionally kept records from fifty 
years of Bäumer mechanical and systems engineering 
are the basis for the ability to deliver parts, even for 
machines from the 1960s. We always have a solution or 
an alternative if spare parts are no longer available. To 
increase the availability of your machines and plants it 
is useful to keep certain wear and spare parts in stock. 
Our experts will be pleased to advise you.

We always offer an alternative - even when your 
Bäumer machine is getting on in years.  
Technology, particularly control technology, is 
advancing at an ever increasing rate. Yesterday‘s PC is 
already old today and will be obsolete tomorrow. After 
a certain amount of time, spare parts can no longer 
be supplied, which dramatically endangers production 
reliability. Control technology and mechanics 
improve from generation to generation and offer new 
possibilities to increase efficiency and quality. Our 
retrofitting solutions update your machines and make 
your systems more efficient.The investment is quickly 
amortised, because retrofits increase the productivity 
and operational reliability of your machine. 
Invest in the future! 
 

spARE pARTs RETRofIT

Contact 
Phone: +49 2734 289-226 
e-Mail: service@baeumer.com

Contact 
Phone: +49 2734 289-226 
e-Mail: training@baeumer.com

 - Group or individual courses to learn and deepen knowledge 

of our user software „WinCAP“ and different types of Nester 

software

 » Basic training for beginners, at Bäumer‘s premises or on site at 

your premises

 » Expert training courses for advanced personnel

 - Courses to learn and deepen knowledge of our„POS“ master 

control system 

 » Basic training for beginners,at Bäumer‘s premises or at your 

premises

 » Advanced training for complex systems

 - Individual applications engineering courses in the fields of 

„splitting“ and „contour cutting“

 - Individual courses to qualify your maintenance personnel

 - Recommendations on process sequences

 - Increasing your product quality and productivity

 - Advice on modernisation measures

 - Reduction of the waste rate

 - Improvement of machine accuracy and dynamics

From practical experience - for practical application!

Optimally trained personnel are one of the keys to 
continuous success. We have realised this and provide 
our customers with a wide range of possibilities to 
qualify their employees.  
We offer training courses at our premises, as well as 
tailor-made on-site training in your company, specially 
tailored to your needs. Promote safe handling of tools, 
machines and programmes by your employees and 
ensure your economic success!

After precise analysis of the current production status, 
our experienced process technicians recommend the 
modification of certain process sequences. Decades 
of experience with customers and methods tried and 
tested in our technical laboratory in Freudenberg can 
also improve your processes and ensure that you 
benefit from permanent competitive advantages. 

TRAININg pRoCEss opTIMIsATIoN
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Plant EnginEEring
Your Solution: from thE raw uncurEd 

block to thE cut lEngth

Production

Have you invested in a foaming plant in order to increase your production 
efficiency and profitability or are you already producing foam slabstock 
yourself and wish to further optimise your production processes? Bäumer 
plant engineering for storing and transporting PU slabstock foam offers 
customised solutions. We link your requirements with our technical 
expertise..

Bäumer views the individual steps in production as a process entity 
and offers comprehensive, intelligent and efficient solutions in plant 
engineering. We supply turnkey storage and transportation installations as 
well as individual components for greater productivity and flexibility in your 
company. A clear advantage for greater efficiency and a significant lead 
over the competition. 

Profit from our expertise gained over decades - from the initial layout draft 
through to commissioning of the production facility by our engineers. We 
have been consistently further developing plant and machine engineering to 
enable us to convey and process virtually all types of foam material, ranging 
from standard foam through to special foam such as HR or visco-elastic 
foam.

Plant concepts vary corresponding to production requirements and 
structural constraints and are realised in close cooperation with our 
customers. In principle, however, they are divided into five production areas 
after foaming..

We offer a range of more than 50 machines and 
production lines for cutting and processing foam and 
similar materials.. 

cutting to lEngth 

curing rack 

uncurEd block tranSfEr

block lifting SYStEmS

block handling EquiPmEnt
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The AdvAnTAge 
Your TechnicAl progress for 

“sTreAmlined producTion”

conTrol sYsTem 

innovATive inTerlinking of 

individuAl conTrol sYsTem

Effective use of raw materials  means less waste: the 
curing rack allows you to store and cure large quantities 
of long blocks (up to 120 mm long) after foaming 
without having to cut them immediately into short 
blocks. On completion of the curing process, you can 
cut the foam exactly to the required lengths. 

Less space required thanks to optimum space 
utilisation: the long blocks are stored in multi-tier 
racks during the curing process and before further 
processing. They require less floor space as they are 
stacked one above the other.

The plant control systems are based on a modular design. Overall 
production is generally divided into the following sections:

•  ABLG I cut-to-length machine up to conveyor in curing rack

•  Curing rack with distributor gantry

•  Interim storage with block lifting system

•  Short block production (cutting to length, trimming)

• Processing (e.g. horizontal splitting machines,  
 contour cutting machines)

Each of the above plant sections is equipped with its own control system. 
The individual systems communicate with each other via Ethernet links.  
The block data are also managed in the control system such that the  
avail-ability of the different block types and their storage location in the 
system are known at all times. An additional VPN link (Virtual Private 
Network) for remote maintenance/remote diagnosis allows Bäumer fast 
access to the corresponding control system should problems occur. 
Siemens automation components are used in our control systems.  
We attach great importance to the use of ultramodern state-of-the-art 
control technology.

Automated control system for faster production flow 
with reduced manpower: manage the greater number 
of blocks and different qualities in the curing rack and 
in the block lifting bay without manual intervention.

Efficient further processing ensured by complete 
concept: the overall control system combines all 
production units integrated in the plant to create a 
complete customer-specific entity. After storing the 
foam, the long blocks can be further processed with the 
aid of the automated control system and subsequent 
machines.
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CuTTINg To lENgTH 

ABlg I CuT To lENgTH MACHINE

CuRINg RACK

MulTI-TIER uNCuREd BloCK sToRE

uNCuREd BloCK TRANsfER

gANTRIEs To suIT YouR spECIfIC REQuIREMENTs

In line with the infeed, the moving ABLG I cut-to-length cuts the 
continuous foam produced in the foaming plant into blocks of lengths 
between 10 and 120 m corresponding to the size of the curing rack. 
Two versions of the cutting machine ABLG I are available with either a 
finger section or a moving, driven roller conveyor serving as the block 
support. 

The cutting machine is also suitable for cutting start-up/end pieces 
during the foaming process, for taking small test pieces for quality 
checks or when colours and qualities are changed.

Outstanding cutting results as the cutting machine with the teflonized 
binding cuts over the entire block width in one stroke

After being cut to length, the blocks are conveyed to the 
special curing storage system where they are left to cure. The 
rack installations are made in lengths from 20 to 120 m with a 
customised number of rack modules. The rack system can be 
installed in existing bays or the steel structure of the storage 
racks can be used as the load bearing structure for the bay and 
then only requires cladding, thus considerably reducing bay 
construction costs.  

Bäumer also offers individual curing rack systems for short 
blocks with special, traversing lifting devices.

Reduce costs by using the rack structure as a storage bay

The specially designed gantries are used at the end of the curing 
process to transfer the blocks for further processing or for storage in 
the bay with a block lifting system. Adapted to the given conditions 
on site, we use either indoor or outdoor gantries to transfer the 
slabstock foam.

Gantries for automatic loading of the block storage rack handle the 
foam blocks with the utmost care
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BloCK lIfTINg sYsTEMs
sToRAgE ANd TRANsfER of 
pu slABsToCK foAM

Bäumer block lifting systems make it possible 
to transport long blocks in lengths from 10 to 
120 m and to stack them one above the other on 
several levels. In this way you enlarge the storage 
capacity over the smallest floor area and therefore 
have a constant supply of different qualities in 
large quantities. Different types of block lifting 
systems are available, ranging from a manually 

These block lifting systems are available as a 2-rail system (30 m 
installation) and as a 4-rail system (60 m installation). The 60 m block 
lifting unit consists of 4 monorail trolleys, 2 block grippers, a central 
control system and a power supply system for the monorail trolleys 
and block grippers.

Existing crane runways are used for traversing the block lifting 
system. The monorail trolleys are synchronized electrically. In contrast 
to overhead crane runways (under-hung bridge), this system generates 
a substantially lower roof loading.

Under-hung bridge-type block lifting systems are used where, for 
example, the distance between the crane runways is predetermined, 
standardised block grippers have to be used or very long traverse 
paths (>100 m) have to be covered. 

Portal-type block lifting systems are used where the rail cranes are 
installed on the bay floor. Similar to bridge cranes, portal systems 
generally cover smaller track widths (spans) up to approx. 20 m.

If possible from a structural point of view, a bridge-type lifting system 
is to be preferred over a portal type as it provides more effective space 
utilisation and increased storage capacity.

Top-running bridge-type lifting systems are available as single-beam 
systems for lower loads and a track width of up to approx. 12 m as 
well as two-beam systems for higher loads and a track width of up to 
approx. 30 m.

Bay height permitting, the main switchgear cubicle is mounted on 
the crane bridge.The crane position is determined by a laser distance 
measuring system.

... WITH MoNoRAIl TRollEYs

... uNdER-HuNg BRIdgE TYpE

... poRTAl TYpE

... Top-RuNNINg BRIdgE TYpE

operated system with radio remote control or a fully 
automatic system with block data management. 
Block grippers consist of a welded support frame 
with continuous carrier bars along the sides that are 
secured to motorized support arms.
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BloCK HANdlINg EQuIpMENT
IN oRdER To CARRY ouT THE fuRTHER 

pRoCEssINg opERATIoNs MoRE EffECTIvElY, 

WE RECoMMENd THE usE of vARIous BloCK 

HANdlINg dEvICEs fRoM ouR CoMpREHENsIvE 

pRoduCT RANgE.

With the aid of the block printing device or the 
label printer, you can print your specifications on 
the cut foam blocks, thus allowing you to configure 
the logistical operations of your production lines 
even more efficiently. You yourself can specify the 
information to be printed. Barcodes can only by 
printed with the label printer.

The cut foam blocks are automatically weighed on 
the block weighing device. The weighing system 
is suitable for block lengths from 2 m to 5 m. The 
weight of the foam block is determined with the 
aid of pressure cells installed under the conveyor. 
The weight reading is displayed digitally and can 
also be used by the printing device or by connected 
computer systems. 1 to 4 lines can be printed 
depending on the version.

The cross transfer unit is designed as a roller 
conveyor for lateral and straight block transfer and 
consists of a driven roller conveyor arranged at right 
angles to the conveyor units.

A cross transfer unit is often arranged behind a 
ABLG I cut-to-length machine to carry off end 
pieces or test pieces. In predominantly short block 
production, this unit can also be used to divert 
short blocks. A further application is to arrange the 
unit behind a ABLG II cut-to-length machine or in 
a conveyor system in order to separate cut short 
blocks ready to be fed to various machines in the 
production process.

The separator is used to laterally align the blocks 
or to separate two blocks ahead of the OFS-HE 3 
horizontal contour cutting machine. By accurately 
positioning the blocks, the separator ensures 
maximum precision of the cutting result. It creates 
a gap between two blocks which is then used as 
an additional blade support for the fully automatic 
centre guide on the OFS-HE 3.

After initial processing, the shuttle transfers 
the foam blocks to the next machines in the 
production process. Automatic feed of various 
lines replaces manual loading. The different types 
of shuttle (rotary shuttle, cross transfer shuttle 
and lifting shuttle) enable individual traverse paths 
corresponding to application and available space. 
High cross traverse speeds of up to 100 m/min 
make for short cycle times in block distribution. The 
motor-driven shuttle runs on rails and is integrated 
in the operating system for the cutting line. 

The scissor-type lifting table is designed as a 
vertically adjustable conveyor. It bridges the height 
difference between two conveyor systems. The 
lifting table accepts the block or stack of slabs 
from an upstream conveyor or a horizontal cutting 
machine and, after adjusting the height, transfers it 
to the vertical contour cutting machine.

BloCK pRINTINg dEvICE sHoRT BloCK WEIgHINg 

dEvICE

CRoss TRANsfER uNIT

sEpARAToR

sHuTTlE

sCIssoR-TYpE 

lIfTINg TABlE
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